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2021   -   Year of the “6” 

 

What can we learn from just this number, and how can it help us to make the best of this year? 

In Chinese Astrology and Feng Shui we can attribute a lot of importance to the yearly “number”, called “Star”, 

“Gua”, “Lo Shu no.” etc. It changes every year in a revolving sequence from 9 to 1, in descending order. It goes to 

the centre for the “Flying Stars” of the year, and it indicates the prevailing energy of the year, more precisely the 

“male energy” for individuals born that year. (By this I mean that each number of this sequence has a 

corresponding number for the “female energy” of the year (which is “9” for 2021). Usually boys are associated 

with the male number, girls with the female number, but in my view and experience from consultations each one 

of us has both sides and it is worthwhile to look at both, especially for homosexuals.) 

Now, for this exposition let´s just stay with the “6” for 2021. 

Let´s start with the “Trigrams”, the basic components of the “Hexagrams” of the “I Ging”. Here the “6” is related 

to the Trigram “Heaven”, which consists of three Yang lines. It´s the “Creator”, and along with the Trigram “Earth” 

(all yin lines) it represents the heavenly Father (“6”) and Mother (“2”). All the other Trigrams are considered as 

their children (as they have mixed energy of Yang and yin). 
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So, the “6” is depicted as the “Father”, who cares for the family, and who gives structure to the family, and 

therefore also is related to “Metal”. (In real life all this may even be seen early on in the behaviour of children 

born under the sign of the “6”.) 

Now add to this the other aspect of the present year, which is “yin Metal” (which is also a “hidden part” of the 

“Ox”). We end up with someone who rules by clear decisions, rather driven by caring kindness (compare the 

scissors of a gardener) than by ego and force.  

So, whoever might be in a position of “leadership”, or might be just a step away from assuming it, the energy of 

the year will help to succeed in this role. And the key to success is decisiveness combined with kindness and 

perseverance (one of the main features of the “Ox” this year). 

All in all it might be a year where gently order can be brought into chaos, and it looks like a good year for Joe 

Biden as the new president of the US (as far as I can guess his character from the media). 

But there´s still another aspect to the “6”, shown in the “hexagon”. 

It´s the primary structure of the honeycomb.  

So, on one hand it signifies that many individual cells can nicely fit together for a large overall structure. On the 

other hand, all the bees work together as a perfect team to fill the cells with honey. 

Taking this picture, we might also say that the energy of 2021 encourages “networking” and “teamwork”. 

And here we have a connection to the Lo Shu grid in Feng Shui, where the “natural” position of the “6”, e.g. 

Northwest, traditionally is associated with “friendship”. So that´s another key word to make 2021 a successful 

and rewarding year for yourself. And I certainly wish you all the best. 

Now let´s have a short look at the full grid of the Flying Stars this year with the “6” at the centre: 
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This chart may be applied right away according to my video on the “Tipping Point” of the year: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHa5EeNA8dw 

Please note that (other than in most publications) North is at the top, so it´s easier to align the directions with 

“normal” maps. 

A comprehensive interpretation of the colours, numbers and sectors will be available in a video later on. 

Here´s also a list of all the years of the “6” for your reference, whether you may want to check your own number 

or that of family, colleagues and friends: 

1922/31/40/49/58/67/76/85/94 / 2003/12/21 

You can find this text as a PDF for download at my website: 

http://FengShuiGuide.me/PDF/2021-Center-6.pdf 

You might also wish to have a look at other aspects of the year at my documents: 

http://FengShuiGuide.me/PDF/2021-Metal-Ox.pdf 

http://FengShuiGuide.me/PDF/2021-Hardship.pdf 

A video putting all the various aspects of 2021 together in one overall picture will come up shortly – please 

subscribe to my channel if interested - thank you: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOnGQzdPAqJlsOCJv38NiLw/videos 

Questions, Consultations (especially online with my interactive Feng Shui software), Copyright and Imprint: 
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